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Abstract – Skew is a big problem for sending parallel data and
its clock across cables or printed circuit board (PCB) traces. The
problem is that the phase relation of the data and clock can be lost
due to different travel times through the link. The problem can be
efficiently solved when source-synchronous differential point-topoint parallel link interface architecture is used. In this paper an
efficient clock de-skew structure based on Delay Locked Loop
(DLL) is described. It is implemented in IHP 0.13 m BiCMOS
technology and is characterized with: worst case locking time 40
ns (20 cycles @ 500 MHz), wide lock frequency range from 470
MHz up to 870 MHz, and static phase error of 7 ps.
Keywords – Differential interface, Clock skew, Transmission
line, DLL.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
During the last three decades, with the incredible rapid
advance of MPU’s operating frequency, memory and inputoutput subsystems are required to keep-up by increasing clockdistribution and data-transfer speed. The need for high
memory/input-output (I/O) bandwidth has led to the
widespread use of point-to-point parallel links. Conventional
parallel links are generally source-synchronous with a clock
sent along with data signals for receiver timing recovery, i.e.
high speed system interfaces usually transmit a high speed
clock synchronously with a parallel data stream [4].
A. Transmission line delay, theory:

I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid advances in modern VLSI IC technology
synchronous data transfer between PC boards, at rates of order
up to several gigahertzes, is required. The need for high inputoutput bandwidth has led to widespread use of differential
signaling. In essence, a differential pair is realized with two
transmission lines that have equal and opposite polarity signals
propagating on them, so that the positive path and the negative
path (of a differential pair) are tightly timed [1]. However, in
practical realizations there are differences between two signal
paths. The differences are primarily imposed by unequal signal
path length routing, local variation of the epoxy laminate
dielectric constant, unmatched twists or kinks in the link
connections, etc. As a consequence, all these differences can
cause positive and negative paths to deliver their signals at
different moments at the end of a differential channel, i.e. to
provide signal skew, also called within-pair skew or intra-pair
skew, what at different locations may degrade system
performance, and even cause system malfunction. To remedy
for within-pair skew in PCB traces, system design engineers
use dielectric materials construction with a mixture of fiber and
non-fiber, while for de-skew compensation (correction) in
cables they choose customized cables and connectors.
However, the system cost of those solutions is very high [2-4].
In this paper we propose an electronic within-pair de-skew
solution intended for automatic align of two signals in a
differential pair at the receiver. This electronic is part of the
source-synchronous point-to-point parallel link interface
intended for high-speed differential data transfer over PCB. It
is DLL based circuit which samples the delay differences from
both the positive and negative edges of the reference clock
signal and is characterized with fast locking time, wide
bandwidth, and small static phase error.
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We will explain now, in short, the used theoretical aspect for
skew estimation (timing difference between signals) in terms
of signal path difference and dielectric constant [5]. Phase
velocity of signals on transmission line, vp, have a form:
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where c is the speed of light, r relative magnetic permeability,
r relative dielectric permittivity. On standard PCB, based on
FR4, as most commonly used composite material, r is 1 and r
is in the range from 4 up to 4.4. When the signal path on the
PCB changes for
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produces a delay that can be estimated based on the effective
dielectric constant (for the FR4-based PCB typically r eff = 3.4).
The delay calculated as
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and the resulting value is tdelay = 6.15 ns/m, i.e. tdelay = 61.5
ps/cm. This implies that l = 1 cm can cause serious problem
in clock synchronization.
B. Source-synchronous point-to-point parallel link interface
Typical source-synchronous unidirectional and differential
point-to-point parallel link interface architecture [3], is
presented in Fig. 1.
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It detects the phase error information between input reference
signal refC+ and generated signal refC- generated output by
VCDL. Phase error information is generated in the form of UP
and DOWN signals. The produced signal by PD is sent to CP.
To adjust the delay of VCDL, CP and LF (integrator) generate
appropriate value for control voltage of VCDL (marked as Vctrl)
based on the phase difference of *refC+ and *refC- signals.
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Fig. 1 Source synchronous simultaneous unidirectional and
differential point-to-point parallel link interface architecture
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Notice: CLKREF stands for referent clock signal; TxCLK
(RxCLK) –global transmitter (receiver) clock signal;
TxCLK_Gen (RxCLK_Gen) – transmitter (receiver) clock
generator; DCB - differential clock buffer; DTB0,…, DTBn-1
(DRB0,…,DRBn-1) - differential transmitter (receiver) data
buffer; DLL-CLK-Skew_Compes. – delay locked loop skew
compensator; D0, …, Dn-1 – data signals
All data signals (D0,…, Dn-1) and a referent clock signal
CLKREF are transmitted synchronously. Data rate of signals
D0,…, Dn-1 is determined by TxCLK (RxCLK). At the receiver,
a delay locked loop skew compensator (DLL-CLKSkew_Compes) generates referent clock signal CLKREF, while
the receiver clock generator RxCLK_Gen generates a global
receiver clock RxCLK. The RxCLK is used to sample all
incoming data signals D0,…, Dn-1. Correct sampling is achieved
when TxCLK = RxCLK.
Here in focus of our interest is the design of DLL-CLKSkew_Compes as constituent of the system presented in Fig. 1.
Design of other building blocks (sketched in Fig. 1) is currently
under further investigation and is directed towards
development of bidirectional parallel link interface.
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Fig. 2. Architectural structure of the delay locked loop clock skew
compensator
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The timing difference between signals is called skew. It
mainly arises from signal trace incongruity such as trace-length
difference in PCB or on the memory and I/O modules, unequal
parasitic elements of the packages, etc. Data bus skew have
critical impact on the whole performance of the memory and
I/O subsystems at over 100 MHz clock period [1-4]. To solve
this problem in an efficient manner, clock de-skew electronics
is used. In general, Phase Locked Loops (PLLs) and Delay
Locked Loops (DLLs) are broadly used in high-speed digital
systems, clock synchronization and data recovery systems. Fig.
2 shows the architecture of the DLL-CLK Skew Compensator.
As can be seen in Fig. 2 this system building block consists of
a phase-frequency detector (PD), a loop filter (LF), and a
voltage controlled delay line (VCDL), and inverter. The PD is
an important component in designing DLL based structure [6].
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Fig. 3. PD transistor schematic (a), waveforms of PD (b)
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C. The proposed phase detector architecture
The PD sketched in Fig. 3 represents crucial component of
the DLL-CLK Skew Comp building block. The transistor
schematic of a phase detector sensitive both to positive and
negative clock edge transitions is presented in Fig. 3(a). The
PD consists of two blocks intended to handle the input signals
*refC+ and *refC–. Each block is composed of two stages, pprecharge (n-precharge) and n-precharge (p-precharge),
connected in cascade, followed by an inverter (buffer). The PD
operation principle is depicted in Fig. 3(b). As can be seen from
Fig. 3, the widths of UP and DOWN signals are proportional to
the phase difference between the *refC+ and *refC– signals.
Waveforms in the left side of Fig. 3(a) represent the case
*refC+ leading *refC–, while those given in right side of Fig.
3(b) to the case *refC– leading *refC+.

the VCDL delay stage is presented in Fig. 5. At the left part of
Fig. 5, the bias circuit of VCDL is presented, and on the right
side circuit structure of a single delay stage is given [7].
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Fig. 5. VCDL delay stage

Operation of the six stage delay line is simulated and the
obtained result which corresponds to the total time dependency
in terms of control voltage is sketched in Fig. 6.
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In the DLL structure given in Fig. 4, the phase error between
the input reference clock and the VCDL output clock is sensed
by the PD and transferred to the CP in the form of voltage
pulses. The CP performs the function of adjusting the voltage
of the LF and thereby altering the VCDL delay according to the
phase error information from the PD. In principle, the CP
simply consists of two controlled switches, one current source
(transistor M3), and one current sink (transistor M2), as shown
in Fig. 4. Transistors M1 and M4 are used as switching
elements. The LF is realized with the capacitor C which acts as
an integrator.
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Fig. 6. Time delay variation in terms of control voltage
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Fig. 4. A simplified charge pump schematic

E. Voltage controlled delay line
The VCDL is also one of the crucial DLL’s building block.
The output signal of the DLL is directly taken from the VCDL.
The proposed VCDL consists of six delay stages (cells) which
are connected in series. The total delay of the VCDL is equal
to one clock period CLKREF (or a phase shift of 360o) in the
locked state. Theoretically, all the delay stages in the VCDL are
identical, and each delay stage contributes a time delay of
CLKREF / 6 for six-stage VCDL. Let note that, the number of
delay stages is adjusted in accordance with the operating
frequency. Using more stages increases the phase resolution,
but also increases the minimum VCDL delay. The structure of

There are several important characteristics concerning PD &
CP, but one having the largest impact is the output phase
characteristic, i.e., the PD & CP output current vs. phase error
[6]. Fig. 7 illustrates the phase characteristic for the proposed
PD & CP architecture. As can be seen from Fig. 7 the phase
characteristic is dominated by two issues, dead-zone and blindzone. In our design solution the dead-zone is minimized thanks
to the fact that the proposed PD architecture does not utilize
intermediate signals for reset operation, as is the case in
conventional PDs, but rather generates UP and DOWN signals
directly. With the proposed circuit topology, the PD
architecture achieves a small blind-zone close to the limit
imposed by dynamic characteristics of MOS transistors and
parasitic capacitances of internal nodes.
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The presented results are obtained by using Advance Design
System software tool with IHP design kit for 0.13 m BiCMOS
technology [8].
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Fig. 7. Phase characteristics of PD

The maximal operating frequency of PD was determined by
measuring rising-, falling-, and hold-time of the UP (DOWN)
signal obtained at the output of the circuit. Rising- (falling-)
time deals with time period during which the pulse amplitude
variation are within a range from 10% up to 90% (from 90%
down to 10%). Hold time correspond to the needed time for
charging (discharging) parasitic precharge capacitors. During
this, the worst case technology corner was selected for
performance evaluation. By summing the obtained parameters,
the maximum operating frequency was determined. In our case
it was 8 GHz.

V. CONSLUSION
Clock skew represents crucial problem in designing sourcesynchronous unidirectional and differential point-to-point
parallel link interface architecture. In this paper an efficient
Delay Locked Loop clock de-skew compensation based
architecture is described. The proposed circuit is implemented
in IHP 0.13 m BiCMOS technology [8]. It has fast locking
time 40 ns (20 cycles @ 500 MHz), wide lock frequency range
from 470 MHz up to 870 MHz, and static phase error of 7 ps.
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IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In Fig. 8 the transient response of the DLL-CLK Skew
Compes (from Fig. 2) constituent is given. As can be seen from
Fig. 8. after powering-up the DLL-CLK Skew Compes enters
into locking state after 40 ns what correspond to 28 clock cycles
at operating frequency of 660 MHz. In the locked state, the
voltage (charge) of the loop filter is kept constant. It is possible
that equal charging and discharging will still happen in the
locked state. In fact, it is desired to have such activities to
minimize jitter. However, the charging and discharging
currents must be identical as well as very narrow so that the
voltage of the loop filter will not be disturbed.
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Fig. 8. Transient response of DLL-CLK Skew Compes

In Fig. 9, waveforms at the inputs refC+ and refC– and
outputs *refC+ and *refC– of DLL-CLK Skew Compes
building block are presented. As can be seen in Fig. 9, in
locking state, the estimated static phase error is very small (~7
ps).
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